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You ead?': The Task f he Lector
Thomas OToughlir0

A Pastoral Scene
'Would you read?' is a question that most priests have asked
umpteen times in a variety of settings: perhaps seeking a
replacement just prior to the beginning of the Sunday Eucharist
when one of the regular readers has failed to turn up, perhaps
at a small celebration where he wants to involve as many of the
gathering as possible in an active way in the liturgy; or perhaps
prior to a wedding or funeral where by asking one of those
present to read he hopes that through such direct involvement
all present will own the celebration. These are, indeed, laudable
desires for it shows in a practical way that the liturgy is not the
reserve of the ordained priest but belongs to the priestly
character of the whole People of God. It stresses that we are a
community where each must make their talents available
towards the group's realisation as the Body of Christ. And it
shows that at the great tribal rites such as weddings and
funerals, the Church is not just a provider of ritual but invites
all who take part in these celebrations to recognize their
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Christian identity through activity, and reflect on them from the
perspective of faith (Bell 2002).
However, such open recruitment of readers, inconceivable
liturgically only a generation ago, is based on two assumptions
that merit scrutiny. First, that the vast majority of people today
in developed societies are literate and therefore have the basic
skill for reading aloud (provided they are not overcome with
shyness in front of a group). So, today, if you can read a book at
home, you can be a reader in the liturgy. Second, that the skills
needed by a lector are related to the choreography of the
liturgy: knowing at what cue to leave one's seat, the route to the
ambo, when to bow, how to open the reading, and when to go
back down. So, if you have these rubrical and ritual skills, you
can be a reader at the Eucharist. Other training usually takes the
form of concern over how to use a microphone and perhaps a
desire for some basic elocution. The results of this sort of
approach can be seen on Sundays when readers know exactly
how to arrive at the ambo, but then garble the meaning of the
reading, or when at a wedding someone reads the word
'response' as the final word of each Psalm verse - clearly
unfamiliar with the ritual and liturgical context of what he or
she is doing. The style of this training, with its emphasis on
'getting the reading done' at the right time with more or less the
right rubrics, is a legacy of the way altar servers were trained in
the pre-vernacular era: the language was mangled, but the
priest was 'answered' and the job got done.
Words written down versus the written word
It is the first assumption that I would like to examine. Reflect
for a moment on what you are doing now as you read this.
Your eyes are scanning this line and absorbing its ideas but
your lips are not moving; nor are you hearing the sounds of
these words in your ears, nor even imagining them , nor as I
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type them am I speaking these words aloud. Indeed, I am
writing them in such a way, using punc
:1, parentheses,
numbers, indents, and a host of other cc :p :ions, that they
will be legible to someone who is (1) reading -lone, (2) doing so
in silence, and (3) reading without any conversion of these
graphic symbols into actual sounds. This way of reading and
this way of writing have been developing in the West for
centuries (Maierii 1987), and finally entered the core of our
education with the possibility of mass-produced, and cheaper,
books which arrived with printing. Most contemporary written
communication, then, in cultures where literacy has been an
assumption for generations, proceeds from one mind to another
via writing without ever having become sounds. This would
not be true of cultures where literacy is only recently acquired
or is still concentrated in a minority of the population (Draper
1996). The contrast between 'sounded communication' and
'written communication' often impinges on us but without our
taking much notice. If you try to read out a passage from a book
you may find that 'it does not read well', when in fact it may
have read well but cannot be easily communicated in the
sounds of speech; people who communicate orally very well
often cannot turn their notes into a written text without creating
a great many ambiguities (taped speeches have usually to be
altered editorially before being committed to print); and many
verbal jokes work only if you hear or see them, but not vice
versa.
By contrast, all ancient writers wrote as a way of
preserving the voice over time and distance: writing was the
opposite of viva voce. Writing was then what a tape recorder is
in our culture, a way of recording sounds. Words
communicated, words came from a mouth. Words only left
marks on wax, papyrus or parchment in order to preserve them
so that they could be resounded. It was an oral culture, despite
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the prevalence of writing, where writing was the technology
that allowed some specialists, the literate or in a Palestinian
context those referred to as 'the scribes', to convert sounds into
patterns on a page (writing) and then reconvert them into
sound (reading).
We tend to make a radical distinction between 'oral' and
'literate cultures'; such a sharp distinction is, however,
inappropriate prior to printing and the distinction must be used
with caution (Achtemeier 1990). The actual written page was
equivalent to the magnetic patterns on a disk, nothing but
marks until they became once again the sounds that people
hear in communication. Thinking in terms of orality allows us
to make sense of the phrase: 'So faith comes from what is heard,
and what is heard comes through the word of Christ', which we
read in Romans 10:17. We have to imagine all the materials that
have been preserved for us in writings from the earliest
generations of Christians as frozen speech, which we can hear
through reading. This comes to us as stories, parables, sayings,
beatitudes, genealogies, and umpteen other forms within the
narrative frameworks created for it by the various writers of the
documents, such as the gospels. Not one of those writers,
however, could have imagined that these books would be read
silently as an individual's activity. Hence these documents have
the structures that help in hearing them, rather than structures
that belong to a document designed to be comprehended in
silence.
So to conclude the first part of this paper:
1. If we want to understand the scriptures we must take
serious account of the oral environment of their
composition and intended mode of transmission: they are
essentially an oral communication preserved over time,
and their existence in book form is analogous to the disk
or magnetic tape that records a modern speech.
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2. If we want to understand modern biblical
fundamentalism then we must recognize that one of its
central assumptions is that the scriptures are primarily a
book such as we might write, where the reader believes
that the written structure of the communication is
primary as in modern books.
3. The texts that form our scriptures are to be heard, not
simply read as we read modern writing (see Ong 1967,
1971, 1982; Draper 1996; Milavec 2003).
Skills
One of the consequences that follow logically from thinking of
the scriptures as a modern book is that anyone who reads books
can read them, and if we can all afford books then really the
lector is redundant! This has happened in recent years in many
churches where at the liturgy the reader reads aloud while
those interested among the congregation read the passage
silently for themselves in a leaflet or a book provided in the
seat. In fact, to anyone seeing this liturgy for the first time it
would appear that the only reason for the reader is to make
sure that everyone hears this message whether they could be
bothered or not: de facto it would appear that the reading aloud
is a back-up to private reading by the dedicated in the
congregation. That this is the quasi-official position is indicated
not only by the official provision of the texts in readable form
for individual use, but by the president giving guidance
occasionally as to the page on which a particular reading can be
found. Indeed, to look at the president and his assistants during
the first reading on a Sunday can be very informative of what is
actually going on: the reader is making sounds at the ambo, the
president's eyes are focussed on a little book with the same
reading in it, and if that reading requires a page to be turned
then the whole building is filled with a ruffling sound, but the
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reader keeps on going.
Of course, when we contrast the skills needed today with
those of the ancient lector we might be forgiven for thinking
that anyone can read adequately today. Look at this familiar
text and try to read it at something approaching the speed of
speech.
WHENHECAMETONAZARETH
WHEREHEHADBEENBROUGHTUP
HEWENTTOTHESYNAGOGUEON
THESABBATHDAYASWASHIS
CUSTOMHESTOODUPTOREADAND
THESCROLLOFTHEPROPHETISA
IAHWASGIVENTOHIMHEUNROLLED
THESCROLLANDFOUNDTHEPLACE
WHEREITWASWRITTENTHESPRT
OFTHELRDISUPONMEBECAUSEHE
HASANOINTEDMETOBRINGGOOD
NEWSTOTHEPOORHEHASSENTME
TOPROCLAIMRELEASETOTHECAP
TIVESANDRECOVERYOFSIGHTTO
THEBLINDTOLETTHEOPPRES SED
GOFREETOPROCLAIMTHEYEAROF
THELRDSFAVORANDHEROLLEDUP
THESCROLLGAVEITBACKTOTHE
ATTENDANTANDSATDOWN

This may seem like a jumble, but it is laid out, in English,
in the same way that the Great Uncials of the fourth century are
laid out in Greek. It was with such conventions as these that the
scriptures were transmitted and used in Greek, Latin, Syriac,
Coptic and Ethiopian during the first centuries. A history of the
growth of the grammar of legibility would take volumes, but
note that much of what we take for granted in reading were
actually later inventions (and some were the result of clerics'
need to find easier ways of making sound out of marks on
paper having been caught out byLind of 'continuous
script' you have just tried to decipher).
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The process that produced our modern reading experience
can be linked to eight major developments:
1. The recognition that text written in minuscule (writing
between four lines: e.g. m/b/p), which gives us our upper
and lower cases, creates more space on the page and is
easier to read than writing in majuscule (writing between
two lines: our upper case/capitals) only. We recognize this
in that while reading a word ('STOP') or a strap-line
('APPLES ARE GOOD FOR YOU') is convenient,
READING WHOLE SENTENCES, WRITTEN IN UPPER
CASE ONLY, SOON BECOMES TIRING AND
FOLLOWING FROM ONE LINE TO ANOTHER
BECOMES MORE DIFFICULT WHILE THE RISK OF
HOMOIOTELEUTON AND HOMOIOARCHON
(OTHERWISE KNOWN AS SKIPPING A LINE) IS
INCREASED (Aland and Aland 1987, 280).
2. Perhaps the most important break with ancient writing
practice occurred in the West sometime after the seventh
century. This was the invention of using a space between
each word in a codex. We so take this for granted that we
cannot imagine two words without clear space between
them. Yet it took centuries for the idea to gain general
acceptance in Latin scriptoria.
Buttodaywecannotlivewithoutthespacebar.
3. Abbreviations are not part of our normal reading
experience. When we use them, apart from private
notes/memos for our personal use, we view them as
distinct sigla: e.g. & / % / @ / € £/ S. We might use them
when sending text messages (e.g. c U @ 3 [= 'I shall see
you at 3 p.m.']), but not in a book or a newspaper.
However, abbreviations were very much part of earlier
writing and the names relating to God, the nomina sacra,
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were invariably abbreviated (Roberts 1979, 26-48;
Hurtado 1998). This usage did not upset earlier readers as
it does us, for any mark on paper was just a code to recall
a sound (a phenomenon now surviving in English in only
a handful of cases: e.g. we say 'missus Smith' when we
see 'Mrs Smith'). This use of abbreviations allows for
concision and economy, but could also create confusions
since they varied over time and place, and with the skills
of scribes and readers.
I once came across this in ninth-century manuscript:
xiiiiiihl. What could it mean? Step 1: ihl is usually the
abbreviation for Israhel but the 'h' should have an
abbreviation stroke through its top bit. Step 2: xiiiii can
only make sense as a numeral in one of two ways: either
as xi and iiii or as xii and iii. So which is correct? Step 3:
sound out these numbers undecim quottuor and duodecim
tres. Both are meaningless as numbers, but the latter
makes sense if tres were in the ablative: tribus, which
looks exactly like tribtis the nominative plural of tribus
(tribe). Words ending in —bus can be abbreviated by
suspension to —b: or -:, while tres can interchange with iii
and its ablative as iiib: or iii:. So what started as 'the
twelve tribes of Israel' (duodecim tribUs Israhel) went
through a series of confusions by scribes of the various
abbreviations, and ended up as apparent nonsense.
By abandoning the widespread use of abbreviations
we give our printed text a finished quality which makes
them very easy to absorb, but also leads us to
underestimate the importance of what the reader must
bring to the text to appreciate it.
4. The most significant development, by far, in the grammar
of legibility was punctuation. This broke the writing up
into units of sense, and within those units of sense it
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helped remove ambiguity and ensure that the correct
emphasis was taken. This is the work of the period, the
comma, the colon and the semi-colon. But our
punctuation is far richer than that: we can identify speech
("), words and concepts as such ("), side-comments and
intrusion in the authorial voice ([]),
parentheses
gatherings of ideas ({Q}), along with exclamations (!) and
questions (?). There are as many punctuation devices in
regular use than there are letters in our alphabet. One has
only to think of the number of times we argue about the
correct punctuation in the exegesis of biblical texts to
realize that they come from a time before its invention!
Consider the case of Isaiah 40:3 (NRSV): 'A voice
cries out: "In the wilderness prepare the way of the Lord,
make straight in the desert a highway for our God." The
voice crying is not in the wilderness, but telling others to
go there and prepare a way for the Lord. This
punctuation is in keeping with the rabbinic punctuation
which itself follows rabbinic exegesis. But the verse can
also be punctuated in this way: 'As it is written in the
book of the words of the prophet Isaiah, "The voice of one
crying in the wilderness: 'Prepare the way of the Lord,
make his paths straight.' Which is how it is presented in
Luke 3:4 (NRSV). In this case, the voice is itself in the
wilderness and calling from there; and this punctuation
certainly fits with Luke's interpretation of John the
Baptist's (and the Qumranites') interpretation of Isaiah. A
whole theology can turn on where we place a few
inverted commas, but at least we have the graphic signs
to be aware of what we are doing.
5. We know how to do 'lay out': to put a text on a page so
that it has maximum clarity. This may take very elaborate
forms as in the case of medieval canon law text or the use
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of boxes in modern teaching texts, but it is there
whenever we leave some space between or before a
paragraph, when we use display script, when we order
the page in larger units of sense. Just as the gaps around
words make reading easy, so the gaps around the
sentences often carry as much significance as the words.
In the same vein we have the varieties of type so we have
titles in italics, and items of special importance in bold,
and so forth.
6. We have the benefit of marginalia: references in footnotes,
running heads, footers, and page numbers. All make it
easy to find our way around a text, to divide it up, and to
move through it quickly.
7. We have a range of fonts that are chosen for particular
purposes because they are easy to read in particular
situations. That the font could alter the experience of
reading became clear within a generation of the invention
of movable type: one could make reading easier on the
eye, less of a strain due to having to pause to make clear
what a certain word or letter is, and it speeds up reading
immensely. This was first recognised by printers such as
Aldus Manutius (1450-1515), who developed 'italics', and
Claude Garamond (c.1480-1561), who developed many
forms of 'roman', and is a process that has been in
continuous development ever since (Kapr 1983). Thus, as
we drive along a road we have one font for the STOP
sign, another for information signs, and another for
number plates, each carefully chosen for different
situations of legibility. One can see the differ.: ce by
reading again this text but comparing the tim(
in for
each font.
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It should now be obvious that the sans-serif font used
just now is far clearer than the first font; but bear in mind
that even these blocks of text are much easier to read than
a manuscript in the first centuries of Christianity!
8. Lastly, we place a great emphasis on standardized
spelling. While people may argue about the spelling
conventions of groups (is it centre or center, standardise
or standardize), we are not at the mercy of people
attempting to grasp sounds in spellings with the
consequent possibility of confusion. Since the eighthninth century the sound is one matter, the spelling
another; and anyone who breaks that convention such as
Mark Twain in Huckleberry Finn has to explain what he is
doing and why. The greatest importance of this
standardization is not, however, that it eliminates
confusion (which it certainly does), but that it allows us to
imagine speech as one vehicle of communication and
writing and reading another. It is this division that is at
the heart of why we lectors read so badly in the liturgy,
while people read their own copies in silence. For us,
reading is one activity, making sounds is another.
Having recounted these developments, we can make three
assertions about the process:
1. When one remembers that our scriptures came into being
before these inventions in the grammar of legibility, we
can see at once why lector was considered to be a
significant position in the early church.
2. The transition in the physical book that developments
produced, when combined w.th the effects of printing
which allowed the mass-circu
c)r1 of such books, led to a
major cultural transition in how Christians related to the
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scriptures. This was pithily expressed by Marshall
1 anguage from a
:Lula an: 'typography tended to
of perception and explorn to a portable
coodity' (1962, 161). This conversion of frozen speech
into a widely available commodity that could be
quantified and used in the form of atom-like snippets can
be seen in the introduction of the verse-numbers by the
great bibliophile typographer Robert Estienne in 1553
(Black 1963, 408-75 at 442). With this aid, a story, a poem,
or a speech could be broken up into isolated elements
capable of being extracted and used as propositions in a
logical series.
3. Thirdly, and because it is a key point of significance, let us
highlight it in the conventional manner of modern books:
Over the centuries we have, through these various devices,
turned a recording of speech, namely the items that make up
the scriptures, into a book which we read as if we ourselves
had written it.
The Challenge
This has some very important consequences for the use of these
writings in the liturgy. We have several options:
1. We can read them in the manner of a modern book as if
they have the structure and styles of argument that are
appropriate to written, never-to-be sounded,
compositions. This is a common option, which has two
serious consequences. First, it has bedevilled exegesis for
centuries and fed the fundamentalist myth that
Christianity is not the religion of the new relationship
(covenant) but the religion of a book made up of two
collections known as 'testaments'. Second, it makes
liturgical reading obsolete: now that we are all literate
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and can have our own copies we might as well just sit and
read the appointed lections in silence. And, since we are
better at reading to ourselves in silence than at reading
aloud, we might get more out of the lections in this way
than if we just tried to listen to them when they are not
well read.
2. We can just tell people not to read the lections themselves,
banish individual copies, and say that listening together is
somehow good for them. This relies on the principle of
'we know what's best for you' and would be met by
suspicion and resentment.
3. We can address the problem directly and recognize that
just as a play by Shakespeare is more than a written text,
so too are the scriptures. Any school pupil can read a
speech from Hamlet, make notes on it as a piece of
literature and answer in writing questions about it, even
read it out in class; but that does not mean that they are
on a par with an actor on stage. Indeed, we all know that
the task of turning the marks on the page back into sound
is the test that separates the great actors and directors
from more ropey performances of the local amateur
dramatic society. Actors know that there is the correct
'reading' of a line and the 'wrong reading.' The 'reading'
is the way the words should sound. Some words need to
be stressed, others unstressed. In some places rising
inflection is needed, while in other places the inflection
should fall to add hints and innuendoes. Lastly, a wealth
of information can be conveyed through variation in pace,
pitch and tone. All of this is done so that the text carries
its full meaning, while just a tiny shift in the tone or stress
can miss the mark. It is an interesting fact that if one looks
at many medieval lectionaries one can see where some
lector went through a lection and marked it with extra
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pauses, stresses and inflections. This was to ensure that
when reading a language (Latin), which may have been a
second language for him, he conveyed the full sense of
the text. One often has such lectionaries identified in
library catalogues with the note 'Scored for Reading.' One
can see actors in rehearsals today putting similar scorings
into the scripts they are converting back into speech.
So what would addressing this problem involve? The
answer is in two parts:
For the Lector/Deacon.
In recent Catholic practice there is no task in the liturgy that
requires less skill than that of lector. Being an [extraordinary]
Minister of the Eucharist is seen to require probity, integrity,
and a willingness to attend refresher days and formal
commissioning. These ministers even surface in books on
rubrics about what they can and cannot do and how they
should do it (for example, Turner 2006, 166-7). Other tasks
require mechanical skills, such as how to manipulate a thurible.
But a lector requires only basic literacy.
Once it is recognized that the scriptures are not modern
writings but frozen speech, then the act of reading is an act of
exegesis that can only be performed by one skilled in the
techniques of such performance. So the lector must, first,
understand what is on the page before her/him and understand
its textual dynamics; this demands the levels of skill in the
study of the scriptures that one expects from ordained
ministers. Second, that person must have those skills associated
with the actor who is used to turning the playwright's or poet's
printed text back into living words conveying meaning. This
level of skill will require far more preparation in the form of
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basic training, and far more on-going labour than is demanded
by any other minister, except perhaps the president or the
director of music. A community should be prepared to expend
resources to train such Ministers of the Word in the same way it
expends resources on the training of ordained ministers. A
community that has several such ministers will indeed be rich
in talent.
For the Lectionary
However well trained the Ministers of the Word are for their
office in the liturgy, every individual needs help to understand
the scriptures and to come to grips with the complexity of that
anthology of languages, periods, cultures, genres, and
theological perspectives. So just as biblical scholars have
specialist texts prepared for their use, and there are specially
prepared resources for preaching on the lections, so we need a
lectionary that is produced with the needs of the Minister of the
Word faced with the task of wilting writing into speech in
mind.
Such a deliberately produced lectionary has two aspects.
First, the translation must be produced with the voice rather
than silent reading as its objective. This means that taking an
existing translation, whether it be produced using a concept of
formal or dynamic equivalence, will be insufficient. The
translation must be faithful to the original spoken dynamic of
ancient writing and produce a rendering that can be turned into
sound within the parameters of each modern vernacular. Just as
we know that the original writers were sensitive to the sound of
their prose (for example: Paul uses the homophonic brosis kai
posis [food and drink] at Rom. 14:17), so the
-.Elitor needs
that sensitivity. Second, these sound-sensitive translations must
be laid out on the page with additional helps to the reader to
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know 'the reading' (in the actors' sense) proper to the text being
given voice.
This approach to the Liturgy of the Word may seem much
about little, yet unless we address the issue we are faced either
with the irrelevance of liturgical reading (which commits us to
a specific set of liturgical and ecclesial values) or accepting that
the scriptures are indeed the unique divine book to be read as
such (which commits us to a very definite, essentially
fundamentalist, hermeneutic). If these outcomes are
unacceptable, then we need a new engagement with how we
read this collection of pre-modern texts.
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